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Sterling Ruby’s Clothing (Yes, Clothing)
Designs Go on Display

From left: “306 Hooded Coat (#5862.0002),” 2013 and “306 Hooded Coat (#5862.0001),” 2014.
Credit © Sterling Ruby Studio, courtesy Sterling Ruby Studio and Sprüth Magers

Though some may think that Sterling Ruby’s relationship to clothing design hinges entirely on
Raf Simons, his ongoing collaborator, it actually all began when the L.A.-based multidisciplinary
artist (whose output spans painting, ceramics and video) was just 12 or 13 — when his mother
gave him a sewing machine. “I remember her being upset with me because I kept bending her
bobbin and needle clamp,” Ruby says. “I was always trying to run thick upholstery-like material
through her machine.” He liked to deconstruct clothes, “cutting off the sleeves and collars,
patching them back together, then adding hand-painted and stenciled materials,” and pulled
inspiration from the punk scene. (Although Ruby grew up on a farm in Pennsylvania, his parents
allowed him to slip off to Baltimore and Washington, D.C. for concerts, as long as he made it to
school in the mornings.) He mentions seeing H.R. from Bad Brains in denim and Black Flag’s
Greg Ginn, who favored Oxford shirts, and Henry Rollins, in only his running shorts. Ruby says
he was “really just a kid, thinking that there was power in the way people dressed.”
The sentiment stuck with him and, years later, he decided to design a button-down shirt and a
pair of jeanlike pants to sport in the studio. “Work Wear: Garment and Textile Archive
2008-2016,” opening today at Sprüth Magers London, marks the inaugural public display of
Ruby’s so-called uniform — and handmade ponchos, coats and more. “At the time, I was
working on a series of soft sculptures that had a set pattern,” he says of the project’s origins. “I
liked the seriality, making one sculpture over and over again, but in different textile treatments
and fabrics. I wanted to do the same with my clothes.” He sought a look that would be utilitarian
and genderless. “It wasn’t so conscious, but now I see a lineage to other artists like Varvara
Stepanova, Kazimir Malevich, Joseph Beuys, Elaine Sturtevant and their costumes or studio
clothes.”
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Sterling Ruby, 2013. Credit Melanie Schiff, courtesy Sterling Ruby Studio

Ruby’s wearables are created in conversation with his other artworks — for example, “for my
recent show at Gagosian Le Bourget in Paris, I presented large tapestry-like fabric quilts and
flags” made of bleach-stained fleece, he says. “The back side of the material looked more
diffuse, celestial — like a nighttime sky or deep space. I wound up taking smaller sections that I
liked and setting them aside to make sweatshirts that inverted the fleece as well.” Similarly, he
recalls incorporating strips of Mexican blankets into his BC series of fabric collages. “Eventually
I wanted to use larger bands of fabric for these pieces,” he explains. “We commissioned a
factory in Minneapolis to make elastic ribbing in colors that mimic the colors of those blankets,
as well as flags from different countries.” He used that ribbing on coats and sweatshirts. Ruby
also notes that he has a small team of assistants focused on patterns, textile research and
production, and he sometimes designs items that aren’t rooted in his practice (like a coat ahead
of a trip to colder climes).
However, when asked exactly what’s next, Ruby is stumped. “I don’t really know, to tell you the
truth,” he says. “I think that avoiding a position right now is good for me.” Thus far, all of his
garments are one-offs and function in a mostly archaeological capacity: “I like looking at the
earliest pieces, seeing how rough they were, and how they have evolved,” though his teenage
experiments are long gone.

